Analysis of activities undertaken by ward-based clinical pharmacy technicians during patient hospital journey
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Previous studies recognise insufficient time as an obstacle to pharmacists expanding their clinical-based activities and services. For such a reason, the role of well-trained ward-based clinical pharmacy technicians (CPTs) is to work as an integral part of the pharmacy team to achieve the best patient outcomes and medicines optimisation, releasing pharmacist time to complete more complex clinical-related activities.

Objective To demonstrate quantitatively the range and extent of daily activities undertaken by CPTs during a patient’s hospital journey.

Method A prospective-based study has been designed. All daily working services and activities undertaken by ward-based CPTs within a 450-bed Acute District General hospital were quantitatively collected and documented. Data were collected from five medical, two surgical and one cardiology wards of 30 beds in each over a period of 2 weeks for each ward representing a total of 70 working days (14 weeks, excluding weekends).

Results Results showed the breakdown of seven different ward-based activities throughout a typical working day with the main working load being reviews of the patients’ medication charts in order to supply new medicines and refer medicines-related issues to the ward pharmacist, with an average number reviewed of (23.17±0.85) representing 77.23% of the total patients in a 30-bed ward. The CPTs’ highest workload was on Mondays and Fridays, mainly during the morning working hours (09:00–12:00). Also, statistically significant differences (p<0.05; Kruskal-Wallis test) existed between the workload of the three different ward specialties (medical, surgical and cardiology) in five clinical activities out of seven undertaken by CPT per day.

Conclusion CPTs are completing more than seven different ward pharmacy-related activities which enhance medicines optimisation, medicines management and patient care. They are a valuable resource carrying out many roles which were previously completed by junior pharmacists. Their prioritising of patients for review ensures pharmacists focus their efforts on the most vulnerable patients.

INTRODUCTION

Clinical pharmacy can be defined as “The area of pharmacy concerned with the science and practice of rational medication use”.1 Clinical pharmacy services (CPSs) are implemented and provided by a highly trained and skilful team of clinical pharmacists and ward-based clinical pharmacy technicians (CPTs) to ensure best patient outcomes through optimising all medicines-related needs.2 CPSs improve disease and medicines management, health quality and disease prevention through the use of clinical pharmacy staff skills, applied knowledge and gained experiences in addition to the evidence-based practice and continuing education.3

Over the past few years, hospital pharmacists’ roles and responsibilities have shifted from medication supply into more clinical-related activities including medication history interviews, medicines reconciliation and medicines optimisation where patient safety is the priority within an effective and efficient prescribing and administration environment.4 Clinical pharmacy standards were developed in Northern Ireland in 2013, and these were further augmented by publication of the Medicines Optimisation Quality Framework in 2016.5 6 These standards have also been highlighted by the Royal Pharmaceutical Society.7

In the UK, pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and pharmacy support staff (dispensing, counter and pharmacy assistants) make up the pharmacy workforce.8 They work together with the right skill mix to ensure outstanding CPSs for the best patients’ outcomes and cost-effectiveness.9 Current pharmacy technician training in Northern Ireland involves completing both a knowledge-based and a competency-based qualification. This is undertaken by part-time study at a local college or online supplemented by work-based training and assessment.

Napier et al stated “Lack of time has been identified as a barrier to pharmacists increasing their clinical activities”.10 For such a reason, the role of well-trained CPTs is to assist and to support the CPS to achieve the best patient outcomes by medicines optimisation.11

This enhancement role of CPTs was highlighted in a review of CPSs in Northern Ireland. It was recognised that pharmacy technicians may be in a position to support the development of CPSs further through involvement in ward-based work.12

The Integrated Medicines Management (IMM) project supported this view by promoting the integration of pharmacy technicians into the clinical pharmacy team and training them to perform a limited range of activities to support pharmacists. This released pharmacists’ time to deal with more complex medication-related issues.13 The IMM was a clinical research project based in Northern Ireland hospitals between 2000 and 2006 to assess and evaluate the clinical and economic impacts of...
increased clinical pharmacy staff involvement throughout the patient’s hospital journey from admission to discharge.13

At admission, the technician assessed patient’s own drugs (PODs) to ensure safety and suitability for use during the patient’s stay in hospital. During the inpatient stay, they were responsible for stock management of medicines on the wards including a daily review of the medication prescription chart. The technician also highlighted queries from the chart to their pharmacist. At discharge, they communicated information to primary care health professionals.14

Considering how CPTs can work alongside pharmacists in healthcare will promote and aid in developing health systems with the capability of achieving the desirable sustainable goals including optimising patient care and medicines management.15

CPSs is a multidisciplinary process achieved by using a variety of competent team members. Currently, the role of CPTs in providing these services is not consistent between different hospitals within Northern Ireland.

Objectives
The primary objective is to demonstrate quantitatively the range and extent of the daily activities undertaken by ward-based CPTs in terms of integrated medicines management, to enable the best use of the staff resources available based on competencies to complete certain tasks.

METHOD
This study has been designed as part of a prospective-based CPSs trial, and all daily working services and activities undertaken by ward-based CPTs were quantitatively documented using data collection forms.

On all wards involved in the analysis, the medicines are stored in individual patient bedside lockers. Pharmacy technicians check the medicine prescription chart daily and stock these lockers with medicines. They assess the medicines prescribed and refer a list of standardised issues on to the pharmacist for follow-up. In Northern Ireland, all patients are provided with a 28-day supply of all required medicines at discharge. These are dispensed on each ward using stock from the lockers and final checks will be carried out by CPTs who have a further accredited checking technician qualification.

Initially, a pilot data collection period was carried out in each ward involved in the study for 1 week to standardise data collection by both the CPTs and the principal investigator. This pilot provided reassurance that the same procedures for data collection would be followed in all wards. Data collected during the pilot were not included in the final analysis of the results.

Data were collected from five medical, two surgical and one cardiology wards over a period of 1 to 2 days, from Monday to Friday) within eight different medical and surgical hospital wards with an average number of 30 patients daily in each (30±0.51). Results showed that CPTs undertake seven different clinical pharmacy-related activities throughout a typical working day with the main working load focusing on reviewing the patients’ medication charts, with an average number reviewed of 23.17±0.85 representing 77.23% of the total patients in the ward (table 1, figure 1). Results revealed also that 15.63±1.41 (67.45%) of the patients had medication lockers checked, with 10.84±0.74 (46.78%) of them requiring medication supply by the CPTs (table 1, figure 1). The CPTs’ highest workload was on Mondays and Fridays and mainly during the morning working hours (09:00–12:00) (table 1, figure 1).

It has also been shown that the seven clinical pharmacy-related activities were distributed between morning and afternoon hours. Four activities (patients’ medication lockers check, medication lockers supply, patients’ medication charts review and referral of patients to the pharmacists for further clinical check) were almost always completed during morning hours (figure 2). On the other hand, three other tasks were mostly completed during the afternoon including assessment of the PODs, labelling and dispensing of medications for discharge, and final checks for the dispensed discharge medicines (figure 2). Patients’ medication lockers check and patients’ medication charts reviewing were the main work activity of technicians working in all wards (table 1, figure 2).

Results also showed that statistically significant differences (p<0.05; Kruskal-Wallis test) existed between three different ward specialties (medical, surgical and cardiology with long-stay wards) in five clinical activities out of seven undertaken by CPT per day (table 2, figure 3). However, there were no significant differences (p>0.05; Kruskal-Wallis test) between different weekly days with different ward specialties for all CPT working activities (table 1).

Another service achieved by CPTs was responding to and answering information queries of other healthcare staff within the wards. Results showed that, on average, 1.57±0.39 queries were answered daily by CPTs in each ward (figure 4).

Study site
This study was conducted at Antrim Area Hospital, a 450-bed acute general hospital which provides care to a population of almost 436,000 people across a geographical area of 1733 square miles.

Statistical analysis
Analysis of the data was done using SPSS software V22. Results were reported as mean±SEM. Initially, results were tested for normality using Kolmogorov test, then statistical analysis was performed using Kruskal-Wallis test for non-parametric data with pairwise comparison as a post hoc test. Qualitative variables such as percentage were compared using χ² test.

RESULTS
Data were collected for 70 working days (from Monday to Friday) within eight different medical and surgical hospital wards with an average number of 30 patients daily in each (30±0.51).

Results showed that CPTs undertake seven different clinical pharmacy-related activities throughout a typical working day with the main working load focusing on reviewing the patients’ medication charts, with an average number reviewed of 23.17±0.85 representing 77.23% of the total patients in the ward (table 1, figure 1). Results revealed also that 15.63±1.41 (67.45%) of the patients had medication lockers checked, with 10.84±0.74 (46.78%) of them requiring medication supply by the CPTs (table 1, figure 1). The CPTs’ highest workload was on Mondays and Fridays and mainly during the morning working hours (09:00–12:00) (table 1, figure 1).

It has also been shown that the seven clinical pharmacy-related activities were distributed between morning and afternoon hours. Four activities (patients’ medication lockers check, medication lockers supply, patients’ medication charts review and referral of patients to the pharmacists for further clinical check) were almost always completed during morning hours (figure 2). On the other hand, three other tasks were mostly completed during the afternoon including assessment of the PODs, labelling and dispensing of medications for discharge, and final checks for the dispensed discharge medicines (figure 2). Patients’ medication lockers check and patients’ medication charts reviewing were the main work activity of technicians working in all wards (table 1, figure 2).

Results also showed that statistically significant differences (p<0.05; Kruskal-Wallis test) existed between three different ward specialties (medical, surgical and cardiology with long-stay wards) in five clinical activities out of seven undertaken by CPT per day (table 2, figure 3). However, there were no significant differences (p>0.05; Kruskal-Wallis test) between different weekly days with different ward specialties for all CPT working activities (table 1).

Another service achieved by CPTs was responding to and answering information queries of other healthcare staff within the wards. Results showed that, on average, 1.57±0.39 queries were answered daily by CPTs in each ward (figure 4).
DISCUSSION

Currently, CPSs are supporting patients during the whole hospital journey (admission, inpatient stay and discharge). Such advanced and standardised services are delivered by competent levels of different pharmacy staff members comprising clinical pharmacists, qualified CPTs and pharmacy assistant technical officers.

CPTs are important partners in the pharmacy workforce with their supporting role allowing pharmacists enough time to focus on more clinical-related activities.\(^\text{16}\) It has been reported that “the expanded role of CPTs improved clinical pharmacy service-delivery, staff satisfaction and patient care”.\(^\text{17}\)

Throughout this study, all daily working services and activities undertaken by ward-based CPTs were quantitatively collected and documented from different ward specialties including medical, surgical and cardiology wards. All documented activities were analysed and compared between different working days, daily hours and ward specialties.

Seven different clinical pharmacy-related activities were shown to be completed by the ward CPTs working in the hospital. Activities included checking and supply of medicines for patients’ medication lockers, reviewing their medication charts, and referring of some patients to the pharmacist for further evaluation and review, as well as dispensing and checking of medications for patients on discharge. These activities are in harmony with the conclusion of Gernant \textit{et al} which emphasised the supportive roles of CPTs in patients’ medication management.\(^\text{18}\) This wide range of professional services completed by CPTs releases time for the ward clinical pharmacist to carry more therapeutic-related activities, especially for high-risk patients and more complicated cases. The range of activities of CPTs was consistent with the IMM strategy and one-stop dispensing (OSD) policy in the hospital.\(^\text{19,20}\)

OSD has been shown to reduce time to complete medication administration rounds, reduce the possibility of medication administration errors and reduce the time of preparation of discharge medicines. It has also been shown to release time for clinical pharmacy staff to carry out more clinical duties, and this was consistent with the findings of Fitzpatrick \textit{et al}\(^\text{21}\) and Houlin\textit{d} \textit{et al}.\(^\text{22}\)

The seven clinical pharmacy-related activities completed by CPTs were distributed throughout the day. Four activities based around the Kardex (patient medication chart) review and subsequent supply of medication (patients’ medication lockers check, medication charts review, lockers top-up and referral of patients to the pharmacists for further clinical check) were predominately completed during the morning. On the other hand, other tasks mainly based around the discharge process were predominately completed during the afternoon. This included dispensing and final checking of medications for discharges; the final check is almost always completed by an accredited CPT checker. This study identified seven standardised clinical-related activities undertaken by CPTs, responding to Schafheutle \textit{et al} who stated that the roles of hospital CPTs still need to be well clarified, regulated and standardised.\(^\text{23}\)

It was shown also that the workload during the morning was greater than in the afternoon. So, there is the possibility for some extra clinical pharmacy activities to be added to the responsibilities of CPTs during the afternoon. Activities which are more flexible with regards to timing, such as patient counselling on inhalers or direct oral anticoagulants, could be undertaken during this time.
As a result of reviewing the medicine charts, CPTs currently refer medication-related issues to the clinical pharmacists according to a standardised medication scheme list.\textsuperscript{20}

Significant differences existed in five out of seven activities undertaken by CPTs between the three ward specialties (medical, surgical and cardiology with long-stay wards), and this included numbers of patients’ medication lockers check, lockers top-up and referral of patients to the pharmacists for further clinical check in addition to numbers of assessed PODs and final checking of medications for discharges.

Based on findings from other studies, the significant difference may be attributed to the difference in patients’ length of the stay between surgical wards and other ward specialties; within surgical wards, patients may stay for a shorter duration than other wards\textsuperscript{24,25} although the daily patient numbers within the wards are similar at around 30. This was obvious in the significantly increased numbers of medication lockers check, lockers top-up and referral of patients to the pharmacists as well as assessing PODs when compared with other ward specialties.

Also, and according to Nobili \textit{et al}, within medical and cardiology with long-stay wards, patients almost always have pre-existing comorbidities and consequently are prescribed an increased number of regular medications (polypharmacy),\textsuperscript{26} justifying the imperative need of accurate final checks for patients’ discharge prescriptions achieved by accredited CPT checkers. On the other hand, in surgical wards, the discharge prescriptions almost always comprise one, two or three medications, usually none of which is a high-risk medication (medicines which can cause harm or injury to the patient if misused or used incorrectly). For such reasons, the accredited CPT checker is vital in both cardiology and medical wards for
accurate checking of the discharge prescriptions for patients with multichronic illnesses.

In terms of workloads over weekly days, there were no significant statistical differences between the three ward specialties in the average numbers of the seven clinical-related activities completed by the ward CPTs.

Answering of medicines’ information queries from other healthcare staff in the ward was another activity completed by CPTs within their wards with at least one query every day; this activity was in accordance with the findings of Koehler and Brown who confirmed that the well-trained, experienced and certified CPTs can independently answer some of the medicines information queries by other healthcare staff. Many different evidenced-based resources were used by CPTs to answer the queries from other healthcare staff in the ward; this included on ward use of British National Formulary, online published local and national guidelines, experience-based competency knowledge and through the help of medicines information centre in the trust. However, most of the answers of CPTs were based on their previous knowledge and experiences.

CPTs have an integral role as part of the CPSs within secondary care. The introduction of electronic prescribing and medicine administration systems in the future will remove some of the tasks undertaken in this study but will provide time to undertake new roles. Currently, pharmacy technicians are not registered in Northern Ireland (unlike colleagues in the rest of the UK). This has to some extent limited the progression to more complex clinical roles.
This study was conducted only within one hospital, and this limitation may not be accurately reflecting general analysis for CPT activities within other hospitals. Future studies with multi-centre testing should be carried out.

Limitations
▶ Data were mostly collected by the researcher with the support of the working pharmacy workforce and throughout the regular hospital working day, so some data were not possible to be collected such as exact time spent for each task or activity achieved by CPTs in the ward.
▶ Because data were collected with the support of the working pharmacy workforce, performance bias may be considered as one of the limitations of this study; however, we have piloted the data collection for a week just to ensure the ease of the process and minimise the expected bias.
▶ This study was conducted only within one hospital, and this may not be accurately reflecting general analysis for CPT activities within other hospitals. Future studies with multi-centre testing should be carried out.

CONCLUSION
CPTs are an integral part of CPSs and their roles can be enhanced to release more time allowing pharmacists to focus on therapeutic issues and use their prescribing skills. CPTs complete more than seven clinical pharmacy-related activities which support the role of medicines optimisation, medicines management and patient care. CPT numbers and bands (grades) as well as competency level such as accredited pharmacy technician checker should be considered when allocating CPTs within different clinical specialties of nearly equal patient number.

This study provides an overview of the different CPTs’ roles and responsibilities over the working week and during different periods of the working day. This will inform decision-makers on how to make optimum use of available workforce.

This overview will enable the optimum utilisation of the current CPT workforce, providing job satisfaction and career development that meet the needs of service users and carers, thus ensuring the most efficient use of resources to achieve best patients’ outcomes.

Further studies are needed to test the impact of development and upgrading of the CPTs to an enhanced clinical role on the clinical pharmacists’ responsibilities, time, patients’ outcome and cost-effectiveness.
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What this paper adds

What is already known on this subject
▶ Clinical pharmacy technicians (CPTs) are valuable resources in the clinical pharmacy workforce.
▶ CPTs can support several clinical-related activities within the hospital; however, there are no clear standards for their activities or scope of their work.
▶ It is also not clear if services supported by CPTs are provided similarly between different hospitals.

What this study adds
▶ This study demonstrates quantitatively the range and extent of the daily activities supported by ward-based CPTs.
▶ This study analyses the current roles of CPTs working in the hospital and provides information to optimise workforce allocation throughout the working day.
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